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Our Driving Question

What do I want my students to remember about 
Algebra five years after taking my course?



Nicole’s Algebra Teaching Goals

Five years after completing algebra, my students 
will remember…

§  Mathematics is a language.

§  Mathematical operations typically come in pairs 
(inverse operations).

§  Math is a powerful tool for relating quantities.



Nicole’s Algebra Teaching Goals

§  Graphs are a powerful tool for displaying 
mathematical relationships.

§  A “solution” in mathematics is a value for a 
variable that makes a statement true (It’s not just 
an “answer” for problem).

§  y = mx+b.



Jeff’s Algebra Teaching Goals

Five years after completing algebra, I want my 
students to remember…

§  I can learn and do mathematics.

§  Math is easier to learn through discussion with 
other people.

§  It is always OK to make mistakes as long as I 
learn from my experiences.



Jeff’s Algebra Teaching Goals

§  I can use algebraic and graphical techniques to 
solve equations. 

§  Algebraic techniques use inverse operations to 
isolate variables.

§  Graphical techniques use the points of 
intersection to solve equations.



Using Writing Prompts

§  Done in the first 10 minutes of class

§  Basis for the opening discussion

§  Help students remember concepts needed for 
the current lesson

§  Enhance student understanding of concepts

§  Help instructor gauge student understanding of 
those concepts



Leverage Theories From Cognitive Science

§ People learn better from BOTH pictures 
and words together versus words or 
pictures alone.

§ New knowledge needs to be 
consciously organized and linked to 
prior knowledge.


From the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning by Richard E. Mayer



Example Prompt

Explain to your friend how to represent
-1 < x ≤ 3 

using a number line and interval notation.




Sample Student Response



Sample Student Response



Example Prompt

Explain to your friend what a 
system of equations is and what a 
solution is for a system of 
equations. 



Sample Student Response



Jeff Prompt and Student Response



Jeff Prompt and Student Response



Jeff Prompt and Student Response



Jeff prompt and student response



Evolution in Student Work I



Evolution in Student Work I



Evolution in Student Work I



Evolution in Student Work II



Evolution in Student Work II



Evolution in Student Work II



Launching: Student On-Boarding

§ Starts on the first day of class 
§ Explain why these writing quizzes are a 
part of the course

§ Grade and provide feedback in week 1
•  Give full credit to all students 
•  Write feedback on assignments
•  Sample and discuss work in class



Grading

§  5 – 10% of overall grade

§  Grading Rubric (out of 10)
•  10 – well-written, clear verbal explanation plus extra info
•  9 – well-written, ideas are clearly discussed & supported 
•  8 – ideas seem to be correct but statements are unclear 
•  7 – correct example with no or sparse verbal description 
•  6 – answer is not correct 
•  5 – incomplete or question not addressed



Student Reactions

“The writing quizzes really helped me 
to solidify what I was learning.”  
–student SH



“The writing quizzes forced me to 
study for every class and keep up with 
the work.”  
–student LM



Questions?






Thank you!

Nicole	Gray	GrayNicole@Foothill.edu	

Jeff	Anderson	(650)	949	–	7116	
	
Supporting	materials	available	at	https://wp.me/p7esKf-5j	


